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This release is recommended for all current APL+Win subscribers
that have prior versions of APL+Win installed. Current APL+Win
subscribers can download the update from
http://www.apl2000.com/software.php.

The APL+Win v11 release includes the following important new updates:
Installer: The "Initial Workspace" startup parameter in the
APLW.INI is now restored upon completion of the FixUCMDS function
in the FIXUCMDS workspace that is initially loaded after APL+Win
is installed.
Installer: Any user-defined entry in the User Command file
(UCMDS.SF) is now preserved upon completion of the FixUCMDS
function in the FIXUCMDS workspace that is initially loaded after
APL+Win is installed.
Interpreter: ŒCMD now supports a command line buffer length of
8192 characters; previously 256 characters.
Interpreter: The grade-up and grade-down primitive functions
now has ŒAV as the default character grade left argument.
Documentation: The v10 Supplement Manuals have been incorporated
into the traditional User Manual, System Functions Manual and
Windows Reference Manual.
Help Files: The help files were updated to allow the APL symbols
to correctly appear with Internet Explorer 9 installed.
Session: The session supports screen font magnifiction viathe
Ctrl key and the scrolling mouse wheel.
Ctrl + Scroll Forward: Increases the font size
Ctrl + Scroll Backward: Decreases the font size
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The APL+Win v11 release includes the following important fixes:

Bug Fix [Interpreter]: In a clear 2049 MB workspace, APL+Win
crashed when executing
a„102245500 21½'k1'
instead of reporting a WS FULL (workspace full) message.
Bug Fix [Interpreter]: APL+Win 10 crashed when executing the
following command in a clear WS:
300 • 1ER
for R greater than or equal to 215.
Bug Fix [Interpreter]: APL+Win version 10 crashed when executing
ŒNRENAME on a native file.
Bug Fix [Interpreter]: APL+Win version 10 reported DESTINATION ERROR
when executing the branch inside an execute context such Œ, ŒELX or
ŒALX handing in a :FOR loop.
Bug Fix [APL GUI]: APL+Win versions 4.0 to 10.3 crashed when
disabling a Combo Box with the style property 4096 (Indents and
images enabled).
Bug Fix [APL GUI]: APL+Win versions 7.2 to 10.3 did not display
accented letters in the tooltips in the Statusbar control.
Bug Fix [APL GUI]: The date was incorrectly reported in the
onListing handler for files in the Zip class when the Windows
short date format was set to "yyyy-MM-dd".
Bug Fix [APL GUI]: A style 4 (sorted) combo box did not
correctly return the names in the list property when the names
contained trailing blank spaces. Note that the new behavior is
to return list as a normalized nested vector for a style 4 combo
box.
Bug Fix [APL GUI]: Disabling a Frame with a Label on a Page of
a Selector didn't disable the Label.
Bug Fix [Session]: The session manager toolbars didn't display
correctly when Undocked from the Toolbars dialog accessed from
the View\Customize Toolbars menu.
Bug Fix [Session]: Docking the Standard Toolbar containing the
Help button to the right and left edges of the session displayed
extraneous vertical separator lines in the toolbar. Note: The
separate drop-down button adjacent to the help button was
eliminated. However, clicking the help button continues to
display the drop-down list of help files.

Please send any questions or comments to support@apl2000.com.
APL2000 Technical Support
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